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Abstract

In this study, we use an atmospheric general circulation model with explicit aerosol
chemistry (CanAM4.1) and several climatologies of surface ocean DMS concentration
to assess uncertainties about the climate impact of ocean DMS efflux. Despite substan-
tial variation in the spatial pattern and seasonal evolution of simulated DMS fluxes, the5

global mean radiative forcing is approximately linearly proportional to the global mean
surface flux of DMS; the spatial and temporal distribution of ocean DMS efflux has only
a minor effect on the global radiation balance. The effect of the spatial structure, how-
ever, generates statistically significant changes in the global mean concentrations of
some aerosol species. The effect of seasonality on net radiative forcing is larger than10

that of spatial distribution, and is significant at global scale.

1 Introduction

The global shortwave radiation budget is influenced by sulfate aerosols in two ways:
directly via scattering, and indirectly through changes to the radiative properties of
clouds (as sulfate droplets act as cloud condensation nuclei, CCN) (Charlson et al.,15

1987; Andreae and Crutzen, 1997). An important natural source of atmospheric sul-
fate is the oxidation of biogenic dimethylsulfide (DMS) which has outgassed from the
ocean surface (Andreae and Raemdonck, 1983; Bates et al., 1992). Particular interest
in the role of DMS in the atmospheric sulfur cycle arose following the hypothesis by
Charlson et al. (1987) of a negative feedback on ocean surface temperature changes20

mediated by cloud albedo and phytoplankton productivity: the so-called “CLAW hy-
pothesis”. However, subsequent studies have suggested that the influence of DMS on
CCN formation may be weak (Quinn and Bates, 2011; Woodhouse et al., 2010, 2013)
and that the associated albedo changes are uncertain (Stevens and Feingold, 2009).
Furthermore, a comprehensive understanding of the physical and biogeochemical pro-25

cesses that control the production of DMS and its removal from the ocean has not yet
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been established. The production and consumption of DMS in the water column involve
a range of biotic and abiotic processes (Stefels et al., 2007). While outgassing of DMS
from the ocean surface is of interest because of its climatic influence, it is a relatively
minor term in the ocean DMS budget. Potentially as little as 1–10 % of ocean DMS pro-
duction reaches the atmosphere (Malin et al., 1992; Bates et al., 1994). While some5

model experiments have found evidence of enhanced DMS fluxes under global warm-
ing (Cameron-Smith et al., 2011; Gabric et al., 2004, 2005), others have suggested that
the changes are weak (Bopp et al., 2003; Vallina and Simó, 2007) or might actually be
negative (Kloster et al., 2007; Six et al., 2013). While the strength and character of the
influence of DMS on global climate are uncertain, little work has been done to quantify10

the contribution of individual components of this uncertainty. The present study uses a
comprehensive global atmospheric circulation model to quantify the uncertainty asso-
ciated with surface concentration fields of DMS and surface flux parameterizations.

Kettle et al. (1999) (K99) compiled a global DMS database for the development
of DMS climatologies and of parameterizations for use in modelling studies (Hallo-15

ran et al., 2010). However, spatial and temporal variations in DMS concentration are
not well constrained by this database, because the number of available observations is
still relatively small. There are large temporal and spatial variations in the sea surface
concentration of DMS (Asher et al., 2011; Tortell, 2005; Tortell et al., 2011), and the
current observational dataset provides only sparse information from wide expanses of20

the ocean. In the absence of measurements uniformly distributed in space and time
to fully characterize its spatial and temporal variability, interpolation and extrapolation
schemes are required to construct continuous, observationally-based global fields of
DMS concentrations (Kettle et al., 1999; Lana et al., 2011). While the estimates gener-
ally indicate continuously elevated concentrations in tropical latitudes in contrast to low25

winter and high summer concentrations in middle and high latitudes, these fields re-
main highly uncertain due to inadequate sampling. For example, observationally-based
climatologies such as those of K99 and Lana et al. (2011) (L10, released in 2010) show
“bulls-eye” maxima that likely do not reflect the real distribution of DMS. The range of
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possible surface DMS fields increases when climatologies based on diagnostic or prog-
nostic models are considered (Tesdal et al., 2015).

The parameterization of air-sea fluxes is also uncertain. Several different parameter-
izations of the piston velocity in terms of wind speed have been used in modelling stud-
ies (e.g. Liss and Merlivat, 1986; Wanninkhof, 1992; Nightingale et al., 2000), leading5

to substantially different flux fields for a given concentration field (Tesdal et al., 2015).
Furthermore, it has been found that neglect of air-side resistance in the flux formulation
(as is often done) can change estimates of fluxes by about 10 % (McGillis et al., 2000;
Tesdal et al., 2015). The large differences in DMS sea surface concentration fields
between different climatologies and in flux parameterizations can cause substantial10

variation in estimated fluxes (Tesdal et al., 2015). An important question is how the
uncertainty in fluxes translates into an uncertainty in the climate response. Although
DMS fields show large differences in spatial pattern and seasonality, the differences
in global- and annual-mean fluxes are considerably smaller. As well, the climatic sig-
nificance of relatively small-scale concentration features remains uncertain, given the15

large-scale structure of the winds which drive the fluxes and the subsequent transport
and oxidation to sulfate aerosol.

Comprehensive atmospheric circulation models are the natural tool for assessing
the uncertainty in the climatic influence of oceanic DMS fluxes. Using different DMS
concentration fields as boundary conditions, the resulting changes in the atmospheric20

burden of sulfur species and radiative forcing can be assessed. Previous modelling
studies have focused on the effect of DMS on aerosol, CCN and radiative forcing by
scaling a single DMS field (e.g., Gunson et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2011). There
has not been much discussion of the climatic effect of differences in the spatial and
temporal structure of DMS flux (Woodhouse et al., 2013). This question is addressed25

in the present study using the fourth generation of the Canadian Atmospheric Global
Climate Model (AGCM), CanAM4.1.

Previous simulations with the Canadian AGCM used ocean emissions of DMS cal-
culated from one specific climatology (K99) and one gas flux parameterization (that
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of Liss and Merlivat, 1986) (LM86). In this study, we assess the uncertainty in the
climatic influence of DMS with simulations of CanAM4.1 using different surface con-
centration climatologies and flux parameterizations. As our baseline reference, we use
the recently-developed observationally-based climatology of L10. These simulation re-
sults are compared to those obtained using three different climatologies: K99, an up-5

dated version of K99 from Kettle and Andreae (2000) (K00), and the empirical model
of Anderson et al. (2001) (AN01) which was shown in Tesdal et al. (2015) to produce
global-mean DMS fluxes similar to those associated with the observationally-based cli-
matologies. To further assess the importance of spatial and temporal structure in the
DMS concentration fields, simulations were carried out with the L10 climatology re-10

placed with its spatial mean (retaining month-to-month changes) and with its annual
mean (retaining spatial variability). Two flux parameterizations are considered: LM86
and that of Nightingale et al. (2000) (N00). Section 2 describes the AGCM and the
details of the numerical experiments. The results of the simulations are presented in
Sect. 3, followed by a discussion of the results in Sect. 4. Conclusions are presented15

in Sect. 5.

2 Methods

2.1 Model description

All model simulations presented in this study were made with the fourth-generation
Canadian Atmosphere Model (CanAM4.1), the atmosphere component of the Cana-20

dian Earth System Model (CanESM2). CanAM4.1 is a slightly newer version of
CanAM4 (von Salzen et al., 2013) with improved diagnostic capabilities. Model dy-
namics are computed spectrally with a horizontal resolution of T63, equivalent to a
128×64 linear grid. The model has 49 layers in the vertical extending from the surface
to 1 hPa, with a spacing of about 100 m at the surface and increasing monotonically at25

higher altitudes.
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Figure 1 presents a schematic of the sulfur cycle and the radiative effects of sul-
fate aerosols as represented in CanAM4.1. The ocean efflux of DMS is a source of
aerosols via oxidation to sulfur dioxide (SO2), which in turn is oxidized to form sul-
fate (SO2−

4 ). The air-sea gas transfer of DMS is calculated with wind speed from the
model, while ice cover and sea surface temperature (SST) are specified using a clima-5

tological dataset from the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) (Hurrell
et al., 2008). In addition to the ocean source, the model also accounts for DMS fluxes
from the terrestrial biosphere using specified monthly-mean fields (Spiro et al., 1992).
Besides DMS, the model also includes additional terrestrial sources of sulfur to the
atmosphere: monthly mean emissions of gas phase SO2 from fires (i.e., biomass burn-10

ing) and anthropogenic sources, as well as volcanic emissions (Dentener et al., 2006).
Anthropogenic aerosol and aerosol precursor emissions are used based on the Rep-
resentative Concentration Pathway (RCP4.5) scenario from the fifth Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Lamarque et al., 2010; Moss et al., 2010).

Transport, dry and wet deposition, and chemical transformations of sulfur species15

are all accounted for in CanAM4.1 (von Salzen et al., 2013). DMS is oxidized to SO2 by
hydroxyl radicals (OH) during daylight hours and by nitrate radicals (NO3) at night. Sul-
fate aerosol (SO2−

4 ) production is modelled by in-cloud and gas-phase (clear-sky) oxi-
dation of SO2. In-cloud production is treated differently in layer and convective clouds.
The presence of ozone (O3) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as oxidants is a require-20

ment for both types of clouds, and oxidation rates are modelled as pH-dependent (von
Salzen et al., 2000). The in-cloud oxidation rate in deep convective clouds is calculated
in proportion to the cloud fraction, which is determined based on Slingo (1987). As
CanAM4.1 does not have a fully interactive chemical transport module, it uses speci-
fied oxidant concentrations (OH, NO3, O3, H2O2) from the Model for Ozone and Related25

Chemical Tracers (MOZART Brasseur et al., 1998). Ammonia (NH3) and ammonium
(NH+

4 ) concentration fields are also specified (Dentener and Crutzen, 1994).
The removal of sulfate aerosol takes place through wet and dry deposition. The dry

deposition flux of sulfate simply depends on the concentration within the model layer
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adjacent to the surface along with a defined dry deposition velocity (Lohmann et al.,
1999). Wet deposition, as with the in-cloud oxidation outlined above, is treated sepa-
rately for layer and convective clouds. Within convective clouds, scavenging is mod-
elled as a function of precipitation (von Salzen et al., 2000). Wet deposition fluxes from
in-cloud scavenging of aerosols in layer clouds depend on local rates of conversion of5

cloud water to rainwater (Croft et al., 2005). Scavenging by falling rain droplets beneath
convective clouds is parameterized using a mean collection efficiency (Berge, 1993).

CanAM4.1 accounts for sulfate aerosol, organic carbon aerosol, black carbon, sea
salt, and dust as separate species using a bulk aerosol scheme (Lohmann et al., 1999;
Croft et al., 2005). In the CanAM4.1 version used in this study, the cloud droplet number10

concentration (CDNC) depends only on the local concentration of sulfate. The empirical
parameterization of Dufresne et al. (2005) is used. This parameterization relates CDNC
to the concentration of sulfate as:

CDNC = 60[SO2−
4 ]0.2, (1)

where CDNC is in number per cm−3 and [SO2−
4 ] is the sulfate concentration in µg m−3.15

For this relationship, a lower bound on CDNC of 1 cm−3 is used.
CanAM4.1 calculates the direct radiative effect of scattering by aerosols and the first

indirect radiative effect in which cloud optical properties are influenced by aerosol con-
centrations. Effects of aerosols on the conversion of cloud water to precipitation (sec-
ond indirect effect) are not considered in the current version of CanAM4.1. Direct effect20

calculations account for scattering and absorption using Mie theory. These processes
depend on aerosol mass and relative humidity: sulfate aerosols scatter radiation more
efficiently at higher relative humidity as they swell in size to establish thermodynamic
equilibrium according to Raoult’s law. The overall efficiency of the scattering effect also
varies with wavelength and aerosol concentration. The first indirect effect is computed25

by determining the effective radius of cloud droplets based on the relationship between
sulfate aerosol and CDNC described above. Smaller droplets are more efficient at scat-
tering solar radiation than larger droplets. Given the much greater cloud fraction of layer
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(stratiform) clouds compared to convective clouds, the indirect effect is only applied in
layer clouds. Within each model grid cell, the cloud forcing is determined as the differ-
ence between the total radiative forcing and clear-sky forcing.

2.2 Description of the model experiments

A series of model experiments was conducted to investigate the effects of different sea5

surface DMS climatologies and gas transfer formulations on radiative forcing and the
atmospheric burdens of DMS, SO2, and sulfate aerosol. These experiments are listed
in Table 1. The surface concentration fields considered are the observationally-derived
K99, K00, and L10 and the empirical algorithm AN01, which computes DMS concentra-
tion from chlorophyll and nutrient concentrations and solar irradiance (Anderson et al.,10

2001). Of the various diagnostic and prognostic models of DMS used in global mod-
els, AN01 was found to produce global-mean DMS fluxes closest to L10 (although the
spatial structures of the fluxes differ considerably; Tesdal et al., 2015). As well, we
consider simulations with the L10 climatology replaced by its spatial mean (but retain-
ing the seasonal cycle) and with L10 replaced by its annual-mean (retaining the spatial15

structure).
Because the wind speed and DMS concentration are correlated, the fluxes associ-

ated with the temporally-invariant or spatially-uniform concentration fields do not equal
the global mean flux associated with the spatially and temporally varying concentration.
Because we wish to distinguish the direct climatic influence of spatial and temporal20

structure in DMS fluxes from the global-mean flux, the temporally or spatially uniform
DMS concentration fields were rescaled to produce the same total flux as model sim-
ulations with temporally or spatially varying concentrations. The scaling factors were
determined with offline calculations using ERA-Interim reanalysis wind, sea ice, and
SST (Dee et al., 2011). For the temporally-invariant run, a single scaling factor was25

determined, while for the spatially uniform case scaling factors were determined for
each monthly field. Two additional simulations were conducted with spatial and tempo-
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ral patterns given by climatologies other than L10 (K99 and AN01), but scaled to have
the same global mean flux as L10 (Table 1).

The DMS flux formulations considered are L86 and N00 (Liss and Merlivat, 1986;
Nightingale et al., 2000). For N00, we conducted simulations with and without air-side
resistance (γa) accounted for in the flux formulation. A detailed discussion of different5

DMS concentration climatologies and flux formulations is presented in Tesdal et al.
(2015).

The control simulation (L10 & N00 & γa) was carried out using the L10 DMS con-
centration field with the N00 wind parameterization scheme and accounting for air re-
sistance (Nightingale et al., 2000; Tesdal et al., 2015). The L10 climatology was used10

for the control simulation as it is in closest agreement with the observational database,
including observations made since it was developed (Tesdal et al., 2015).

All DMS concentration fields were prepared offline before model simulations were
carried out. The AN01 climatology was constructed using observed chlorophyll, light,
and nutrient fields (as outlined in Tesdal et al., 2015). Differences between the model15

runs result from differences in DMS concentration fields, flux parameterizations, and
internal variability in the model. Other aspects of the model, such as oxidation pathways
and cloud microphysics, are the same for all model experiments.

In order to assess internal variability, an ensemble of three 5-year long runs were pro-
duced for each model configuration. Ensemble averages are statistically more robust20

estimates of the climate influence of DMS than any individual member of the ensemble.
The spread among realizations indicates the magnitude of the response to changes in
DMS fluxes relative to internal variability. All simulations are carried out are for the pe-
riod from January 2003 to December 2008, with the first year discarded as a spin-up
period.25
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3 Results

3.1 Comparison between model and reanalysis flux estimates

Before analyzing the climatic influence of differences in DMS fluxes, we will compare
the global and annual mean DMS flux in the different simulations to the fluxes cal-
culated with the ERA-Interim reanalysis SST, sea ice, and wind speed fields over the5

same time period as the model simulations (Table 2). The global- and annual-mean flux
is generally higher in the CanAM4.1 simulation than the value resulting from the reanal-
ysis fields: it is 22–24 % larger with N00 (with or without air resistance) and 14 % larger
with LM86. These differences must result primarily from differences in the wind fields,
because SST and sea ice cover are specified in all simulations with AMIP boundary10

conditions that should be very similar to the ERA-Interim fields. The winds are overall
somewhat stronger in the model than in the reanalysis product: the annual mean sur-
face wind speed is 17 % higher on average in CanAM4.1. The probability distribution
and seasonality of the winds also differ slightly between the model and observations
(not shown). Fluxes are particularly sensitive to high wind speeds, and slight changes15

in the wind distribution can be magnified in the DMS flux. Consistent with the results of
Tesdal et al. (2015), the DMS flux calculated with the L10 DMS concentration field is
higher than that calculated with K99 or K00, independent of which gas transfer formu-
lation is used.

Because the DMS fluxes computed with the model wind fields differ substantially20

from those computed by reanalysis winds, we expect the simulated climatic influence
of DMS to be biased. Because our focus is on the sensitivity of the climatic influence
of DMS to changes in DMS fluxes, rather than the absolute strength of the effect, this
model bias is not expected to affect our results.
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3.2 Fluxes and atmospheric sulfur burdens

Changes in the DMS concentration climatology and the flux formulation result in sub-
stantial changes in the global mean flux (the sum of both ocean and terrestrial sources;
Table 3). The change relative to the control simulation ranges from a 37 % reduction
using K99 and LM86 to an 8 % increase when neglecting air-side resistance. By con-5

struction, the difference from the reference simulation is negligible in the temporally-
invariant and spatially-uniform simulations and in the simulations with rescaled con-
centration fields K99* and AN01* (Table 1).

The magnitudes of the simulated sulfur sources, sinks, and atmospheric burdens are
also presented in Table 3. The budgets of sulfur species are very close to equilibrium10

in all simulations (sources approximately equal sinks). The reduction in DMS emission
for simulations using K99 relative to those using L10 results in a reduction in daytime
oxidation by OH, while nighttime oxidation by NO3 does not change much. In contrast,
both daytime and nighttime oxidation rates are affected equally when L10 is replaced
with K00. The responses of oxidation rates to changes in DMS concentration patterns15

likely result from the distribution of the oxidants OH and NO3, which are specified in
CanAM4.1.

The relationship between changes in the simulated atmospheric burdens of sulfur
species and changes in DMS flux is approximately linear (Table 3). The largest changes
occur in the DMS burden: the difference of ∼0.1 TgS (61 %) between L10 & N00 and20

K99 & LM86 is close to the difference in DMS flux (68 %) between these two simu-
lations. The relative changes of SO2 and sulfate burdens are smaller than those of
DMS because of the large background value for SO2 and sulfate from other sources
(anthropogenic and volcanic).

The relationships of DMS, SO2, and SO2−
4 burdens with DMS flux are illustrated in25

Fig. 2. There are two distinct groups of simulations, depending on which DMS field is
used. Regression lines computed for simulations with L10 (blue) and with K99 (purple)
are almost parallel, indicating an approximately constant offset in burden between the
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K99 and L10 simulations. The sensitivity of atmospheric burdens of sulfur species to
the spatial and temporal structure of DMS concentration is much smaller than to the
global mean flux.

3.3 Relationship between radiative forcing, sulfate and DMS

To a first approximation, the relationship between top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiative5

forcing and the global mean flux of DMS is linear (Fig. 3). Deviations from that linear
relationship can be attributed to differences in spatial and temporal distribution among
the DMS fields (or internal variability). As with atmospheric SO2 and SO2−

4 burden, the
relationship between the radiation fields and DMS flux can be divided into two classes
of simulations using K99 or L10. The response of the radiative forcing to differences in10

flux is smaller for K99-based simulations than for those based on L10. K99 generally
has larger radiative forcing relative to the better-constrained L10, and this difference
increases with increasing flux (i.e., with increasing wind speed and/or gas exchange
coefficient).

Figure 3 shows that there is considerable variation in TOA radiative forcing depend-15

ing on the strength of the ocean DMS source. Across the experiments, the range in
ensemble-mean radiative response is 0.67 W m−2. The sensitivity to flux parameteriza-
tion is particularly strong: the difference between LM86 and N00 in average flux (and
thus in radiative forcing) is greater than the difference among DMS concentration fields
considered.20

The spread of the individual ensemble members in Fig. 3 indicates the uncertainty
in radiative forcing resulting from model internal variability over the 5-year period of
the simulations, independent of the boundary conditions. This spread is on average
0.12 W m−2 (ranging from 0.04 to 0.19 W m−2), compared to a range of ensemble
means of 0.67 W m−2.25

The DMS concentration fields considered in this analysis are a relatively narrow sub-
set of the observationally-based or modelled climatologies considered in Tesdal et al.
(2015). Use of some of these very different concentration fields would be expected to
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result in substantially different radiative forcing. A linear regression model constructed
from the subset of simulations using N00 & γa was used to obtain an estimate of the
possible range in radiative forcing corresponding to the entire range of DMS climatolo-
gies (Fig. 4). Offline reanalysis-based DMS fluxes were used in the estimation of DMS
radiative forcing for those climatologies for which DMS fluxes from CanAM4.1 were not5

available. The range of radiative forcing across the different DMS climatologies with the
same flux formulation is 0.75 W m−2, with L10 at the lower end since it produces the
largest flux.

A similar estimate can be made for variation among the available piston velocity
schemes, constructing the linear regression with model runs that have the same DMS10

field but different flux parameterizations (not shown). Using L10 as the DMS field and
considering flux estimates obtained using N00, LM86, and a third parameterization of
Wanninkhof (1992) (W92) produces a radiative forcing range of 1.04 W m−2.

Irrespective of differences in the spatial and temporal patterns of the DMS concentra-
tion field, the relationship between radiative forcing and atmospheric sulfate burden is15

close to linear (Fig. 5). There is no evidence of distinct relationships depending on use
of the L10 or K99 climatologies as seen in the relationship between DMS flux and TOA
radiative forcing. Evidently, these differences are associated with spatial and temporal
differences in the oxidation of DMS to sulfate (Fig. 2).

Global means of individual radiation fields (shortwave cloud forcing, TOA clear-sky20

reflected flux, and TOA total reflected flux) are plotted against global mean DMS flux
and global mean sulfate burden in Fig. 6. TOA clear-sky reflected flux represents the
direct aerosol radiative effects, while shortwave cloud forcing represents the first indi-
rect effect. In these simulations, the direct and first indirect effects are approximately
equally sensitive to changes in DMS flux (or sulfate burden). The response of all-sky25

TOA total reflected flux to changes in global mean DMS flux and atmospheric sulfate
burden (Fig. 6) is similar to the total radiative forcing (Figs. 3 and 5), and the range in
total reflected flux is as large as that of total forcing among the different simulations. As
the total radiative forcing includes variation in longwave radiation while the reflected so-
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lar flux accounts only for shortwave radiation, our results confirm that radiative forcing
associated with DMS is primarily in the shortwave.

The internal variability in either cloud forcing or clear-sky reflected flux is generally
larger than in the total reflected flux (which is approximately the sum of the first two)
(Fig. 6). While the overall radiative impact of DMS fluxes in the model is estimated with5

reasonable precision with these experiments, larger ensembles or longer integrations
may be required to achieve the same level of precision for the different components of
the radiative response.

3.4 The effect of DMS spatial and temporal structure on aerosol and radiative
forcing10

Suppressing either the spatial or temporal variability of ocean DMS concentration
changes the resulting radiative forcing (Figs. 3 and 6). While these changes are small,
the ensemble spreads indicate that in some cases they are robust. The changes in
global mean DMS flux, oxidation rates, sulfur species burdens, and radiative responses
between the control run and model runs with temporally-invariant and spatially-uniform15

DMS fields are shown in Fig. 7. For comparison, the changes from a simulation using
L10 and N00 but neglecting the air resistance term are also shown.

The global-mean burden of a species in the atmosphere over a given time period
is determined by the efficiency of internal sources and sinks, and indirectly by the
transport. The time-mean state is effectively in equilibrium (Table 3), so global sulfur20

budgets are a simple sum over all internal sources, sinks, and fluxes between sulfur
species. However, a balanced budget can be achieved with different values of the in-
dividual source and sink terms. The global rates of individual flux or sink processes
are determined by the spatial and temporal relationships among the chemical species
involved.25

By construction, the spatially-uniform and temporally-invariant DMS concentration
fields yield global-mean DMS fluxes that differ only slightly from the control simulation.
However, there are substantial and statistically robust changes in the sink strengths.
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The absence of spatial or temporal structure in the DMS concentration fields has dif-
ferent effects during day and night: daytime oxidation of DMS by OH is decreased in
these simulations, balanced by an increase in nighttime oxidation by NO3. The simula-
tion without air resistance shows an increase in global-mean DMS flux compared to the
control of about 0.40 µmol m−2 d−1, which is balanced by an increase in both oxidation5

rates.
The atmospheric burdens of all sulfur species increase significantly in the simula-

tion without air resistance. As for the simulations with spatially- or temporally-averaged
DMS concentrations, only the spatially-uniform DMS simulation results in a change in
oxidation patterns resulting in statistically robust increases in the burdens of both DMS10

and SO2. Interestingly, the increase in SO2 in these simulations is associated with a
decrease in SO2−

4 . A similar decrease in SO2−
4 burdens is also seen in the simulations

with temporally-invariant DMS concentration fields, although neither the DMS nor SO2
burdens show statistically robust changes.

For all three of these sets of simulations, there is a much stronger response in15

the clear-sky reflected flux than in the shortwave cloud forcing. The changes in to-
tal reflected solar flux are statistically robust for both the simulations with temporally-
invariant surface concentration of DMS and those without air-side resistance. In all of
these simulations, the effect on TOA cloud forcing is not significantly different from zero.

Taken together, these results indicate that the spatial and temporal distribution of20

DMS flux affects the aerosol direct radiative forcing primarily by influencing the effi-
ciency of oxidation of DMS to SO2 and SO2−

4 . The effect on reflected solar fluxes of

changes of SO2−
4 is larger for simulations with temporally-invariant DMS concentration

than for spatially-uniform concentration, despite the change in SO2−
4 being larger in the

latter case. This fact will be discussed in more detail in the next section.25

Note that the magnitudes (but not the signs) of changes in SO4 resulting from sup-
pressing spatial or temporal structure in the DMS concentration fields are the same as
neglecting the air-side resistance term in the DMS flux formulation. Air-side resistance
is often ignored in calculations of air-sea DMS fluxes. Our results indicate that the ef-
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fect of neglecting this term is comparable in magnitude to the seemingly more dramatic
change of entirely eliminating temporal or spatial structure in the DMS concentration
fields.

4 Discussion

The results presented in Sect. 3 demonstrate that while the magnitude of the spatial5

and temporal mean DMS flux is linearly related to the mean DMS burden to a good first
approximation, there are deviations from this linear relationship. A simple expression
for the global spatial- and temporal-mean DMS budget is〈

d
dt

DMS
〉
= 〈E 〉 − 〈O×DMS〉, (2)

where the angle brackets denote global space- and time-averages, E is the emission10

field, and O is the oxidation rate field (per unit of DMS concentration). At equilibrium,
the rate of change vanishes, and

〈E 〉 = 〈O×DMS〉. (3)

The upper three panels of Fig. 7 present simulated values of 〈E 〉 and 〈O×DMS〉 for
three sets of simulations (spatially-uniform, temporally-invariant, and neglecting air-15

side resistance).
If O and DMS did not depend on space or time, then we could decompose 〈O×DMS〉

as 〈O〉 × 〈DMS〉, and an exactly linear relation between global-mean flux and global-
mean atmospheric burden would exist. The deviations from this relationship evident in
Fig. 2 result from spatial and temporal correlations between the distribution of DMS20

and its sinks. Similarly, deviations from a purely linear relationship between spatial-
and temporal-mean atmospheric burdens of SO2 and SO2−

4 result from correlations be-
tween SO2 and its oxidation rate. Atmospheric transport contributes to spatial and tem-
poral correlations between atmospheric distributions of sulfur species and their sources
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and sinks. For example, some DMS emitted in the tropics will be transported by convec-
tive processes to the upper troposphere, where sinks are weaker. Similarly, the lifetime
of sulfate transported to the upper troposphere is extended, as its primary sink is in
low- to mid-tropospheric clouds. A detailed analysis of the spatial relationships among
these processes is outside the scope of the present study.5

As with the atmospheric burdens of sulfur species, the response of mean radia-
tive forcing to changes in mean DMS flux is linear to a first approximation (Fig. 3),
with some scatter around this relationship resulting from model internal variability and
differences in the spatial and temporal structure of the DMS fluxes. There are there-
fore three sources of uncertainty in the radiative forcing response to DMS emissions:10

(1) uncertainty in total emissions, (2) uncertainty in spatial/temporal pattern of fluxes,
and (3) internal variability. Inspection of Fig. 3 indicates that for the range of DMS cli-
matologies and flux formulations considered, the size of the first of these uncertainties
is about 0.7 W m−2, while that of the second and third are smaller (about 0.2 W m−2).
While internal variability and uncertainty in spatial and temporal structure in DMS flux15

contribute to the overall uncertainty in the radiative response, our study shows that
uncertainty in the global-mean flux is the dominant contributor.

The reduction in radiative forcing resulting from suppressing the seasonal cycle in
L10 is larger than that resulting from suppressing spatial variability (Fig. 3). This is
consistent with the fact that DMS concentrations in L10 tend to be higher in the summer20

(when changes to shortwave fluxes are particularly important) at mid- to high latitudes.
As atmospheric residence times of sulfur species are on the order of a few to several
days and their transport is primarily zonal, DMS emitted in the mid- or high latitudes will
have its strongest effect on radiative forcing in these latitude bands, and there will be
a spatial correlation between DMS-derived sulfate aerosol concentration and aerosol25

radiative effects. These results suggest that for global-mean responses, resolving the
correct seasonal distribution of DMS fluxes is more important than resolving the spatial
distribution, although neither is as important as the global-mean flux. However, we also
note that the ensembles of the spatially-uniform and temporally-invariant simulations
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slightly overlap and it is possible that the difference between the two is a result of
internal variability.

The fact that the deviations of TOA net radiation and reflected solar flux are similar
in absolute value (Figs. 5 and 6) demonstrates that the climate response to DMS is
dominated by shortwave fluxes. A weak response in the longwave may exist, but com-5

parison of Figs. 5 and 6 suggests that it is smaller than internal variability. Furthermore,
the strongly linear relationship between the atmospheric burden of SO2−

4 and total ra-
diative forcing (Fig. 5) demonstrates that simulated reductions in radiative forcing are
a direct response to reduction in the atmospheric sulfate burden. Further statements
about the causal relationship between changes in DMS flux and the global radiative10

response are difficult because of the broad range of processes and feedbacks in the
model than can affect radiative fluxes.

Rough estimates of the range in radiative forcing given the possible range in DMS
flux are 0.75 W m−2 (among the range of available DMS fields) and 1.04 W m−2 (among
all different flux parameterizations considered). Contrasting these uncertainties with15

the well-constrained radiative forcing of +1.82±0.19 W m−2 due to the increase in at-
mospheric CO2 from 1750 to 2011 (Myhre et al., 2013) emphasizes the degree of
uncertainty in DMS-derived aerosol forcing and the need to better constrain this quan-
tity. Previous studies have found a relatively weak influence of DMS fluxes on climate
(e.g., Woodhouse et al., 2010; Kloster et al., 2007; Vallina et al., 2007). However, these20

studies may have a “weak effect” bias because of a low bias in DMS flux (Fig. 4), which
would translate into a low bias in radiative forcing. The results of the current study show
that there is a systematic deviation from the control run of up to 0.75 W m−2 for some
DMS models and algorithms.

The uncertainty in DMS concentration estimates contributes substantially to uncer-25

tainties in present-day aerosol radiative forcing (Dentener et al., 2006; Carslaw et al.,
2013), defined as the difference in radiative fluxes between present-day and preindus-
trial due to anthropogenic changes in the atmospheric aerosol burden. To estimate
the present-day forcing, it is necessary to have a reliable estimate of aerosol forcing
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in preindustrial times. While observationally-based estimates of present-day radiative
fluxes can be made, these are not available for preindustrial conditions. Current un-
derstanding of the natural sulfur cycle indicates that most preindustrial forcing from
sulfate aerosol was determined by DMS flux and volcanic emissions (Carslaw et al.,
2013). Uncertainty in estimates of these fluxes, which must be based on models in5

the absence of direct observations, will impact forcing estimates. The large uncertainty
in DMS flux translates into uncertainty in preindustrial aerosol forcing, regardless of
whether one assumes that DMS flux remains the same as or similar to preindustrial
conditions. As DMS fluxes may have changed from the preindustrial state, the use of
fluxes estimated from present-day conditions increases this uncertainty.10

Our estimates of climatic effects of DMS obtained using CanAM4.1 could be biased
due to idealized assumptions about aerosol processes and the absence of a process-
based representation of the indirect aerosol effect. These biases would be expected
to be especially pronounced in the parts of the atmosphere least affected by anthro-
pogenic emissions, such as the Southern Hemisphere. Future model simulations could15

be done with an atmosphere model that has a more physical treatment of aerosol pro-
cesses and cloud microphysical properties. It is possible that sensitivity to the spatial
and temporal distribution of DMS would change with an improved representation of
cloud microphysics. Furthermore, instead of using specified atmospheric concentra-
tions of the oxidants, a comprehensive tropospheric chemistry scheme could be used20

to achieve a more realistic modelling of atmospheric DMS oxidation.
This study did not investigate climate sensitivity to DMS flux in a coupled model; all

model simulations were atmosphere-only. These experiments could be repeated in a
coupled model setting which would allow for the feedbacks central to the CLAW hypoth-
esis. Furthermore, a coupled model setup would allow for the evaluation of prognostic25

DMS modules, as opposed to using specified (climatological) fields. Such an analy-
sis would allow exploration of the climate sensitivity to specific parameters or different
mechanisms within the prognostic DMS formulations and to distinguish this from sen-
sitivity to other aspects of the model. Two caveats regarding such an analysis are that
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DMS concentration fields resulting from existing prognostic models differ substantially
from observations (Tesdal et al., 2015) and that internal variability would increase due
to the longer timescales of oceanic variability relative to the atmosphere.

5 Conclusions

Despite more than 30 years of concerted research on the issue, fundamental uncer-5

tainties remain regarding the spatial and temporal structure of surface ocean DMS
concentrations and how best to model DMS fluxes (Tesdal et al., 2015). In this study,
we have used the atmospheric component of a state-of-the-art Global Climate Model
(CanAM4.1) to assess the uncertainty in atmospheric sulfur burdens and radiative forc-
ing associated with uncertainties in DMS concentration fields and flux formulations. Our10

results indicate that to a first approximation, the global spatial and temporal mean ra-
diative forcing associated with DMS scales linearly with the spatial and temporal mean
flux. Spatial and temporal correlations between model sulfur species (DMS, SO2, and
SO2−

4 ) and their sinks result in deviations from this linear relationship that exceed inter-
nal variability, but these deviations are relatively small. This result suggests that on a15

global scale, it is most important to have an accurate estimate of the global DMS flux,
while resolving the exact spatial and temporal distribution is of less importance.

A comprehensive view of the global scale uncertainties is important for understand-
ing the role of DMS in the climate system. Uncertainty about the global DMS concen-
tration translates to uncertainty about global estimates of DMS flux and uncertainty20

in radiative forcing. These uncertainties limit the confidence with which we can make
statements about the importance of the role of DMS in the climate system, and leave
open the possibility that changes in DMS fluxes could alter future climate in as-yet-
unexpected ways.
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The L10 data were obtained from the SOLAS website (http://www.bodc.ac.uk/solas_
integration/implementation_products/group1/dms/). The K00 dataset was obtained from the
NCAR Data Archive (http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds289.2/). The data used to construct the5

AN01 climatology are described in detail in Tesdal et al. (2015). ERA-Interim reanalysis
products were obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim_full_daily).
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Table 1. List of model sensitivity experiments.

Name Description

L10 & N00 & γa Control experiment
L10 & N00 No air resistance
L10 & LM86 LM86 flux scheme, no air resistance
K99 & LM86 Older K99 climatology instead of L10 climatology, LM86 flux scheme,

no air resistance
K99 & N00 & γa As control, but with K99 climatology
K00 & N00 & γa As control, but with K00 climatology
K99* & N00 & γa As control, but with K99 scaled to L10 global flux
AN01* & N00 & γa As control, but with AN01 scaled to L10 global flux
Temporally invariant L10 annual mean field for all months scaled to the original L10

global flux
Spatially uniform Spatially uniform fields with monthly global mean L10 concentration

scaled to the original L10 global flux
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Table 2. Ocean emissions of DMS from CanAM4.1 and offline calculations with reanalysis
fields. DMS flux is derived for the time period of the model simulations (January 2004 to De-
cember 2008). Quantities in parentheses are percentage changes relative to the reference run
(L10 & N00 & γa).

Model runs CanAM4.1 ERA-Interim

Mean flux Total flux Mean flux Total flux
µmol m−2 d−1 TgS y−1 µmol m−2 d−1 TgS yr−1

L10 & N00 & γa 7.02 28.9 5.72 23.6
L10 & N00 7.60 31.3 (+8 %) 6.13 25.3 (+7 %)
L10 & LM86 4.94 20.4 (-29 %) 4.34 17.9 (-24 %)
K99 & LM86 4.44 18.3 (-37 %) 3.89 16.0 (-32 %)
K99 & N00 & γa 6.31 25.9 (-10 %) 5.11 21.0 (-11 %)
K00 & N00 & γa 6.02 24.7 (-14 %) 4.90 20.3 (-15 %)
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Table 3. Annual DMS emissions, oxidation rates and atmospheric burdens of DMS, SO2 and
SO2−

4 .

Model runs Fluxes and oxidation rates (TgS y−1) Atmospheric burdens (TgS)

Emissions∗ Oxidation Oxidation DMS SO2 SO2−
4

by OH by NO3

L10 & N00 & γa 29.8 18.1 11.7 0.24 0.40 0.67
L10 & N00 32.2 19.6 12.6 0.26 0.42 0.69
L10 & LM86 21.2 12.9 8.31 0.17 0.35 0.59
K99 & LM86 19.1 11.2 7.98 0.16 0.34 0.55
K99 & N00 & γa 26.8 15.6 11.2 0.22 0.38 0.62
K00 & N00 & γa 25.6 15.8 9.86 0.22 0.38 0.61
K99* & N00 & γa 29.9 17.4 12.5 0.25 0.40 0.65
AN01* & N00 & γa 29.9 16.6 13.3 0.25 0.40 0.64
Temporally invariant 29.7 16.2 13.6 0.24 0.41 0.65
Spatially uniform 29.9 16.3 13.6 0.25 0.41 0.64

∗ Includes terrestrial emissions
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Table 4. Diagnostic and prognostic models used to estimate DMS concentrations in Fig. 4.
These models are discussed in detail in Tesdal et al. (2015).

Name Reference

AN01 Anderson et al. (2001)
AT04 Aranami and Tsunogai (2004)
AU02 Aumont et al. (2002)
BE04 Belviso et al. (2004)
HadOCC Collins et al. (2011)
HAMOCC Kloster et al. (2006),

Six and Maier-Reimer (2006)
MI09 Miles et al. (2009)
PlankTOM Vogt et al. (2010)
PISCES Belviso et al. (2012)
POP-TGM Elliott (2009)
SD02 Simó and Dachs (2002)
VS07 Vallina and Simó (2007)
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the sulfur cycle and radiative effects of sulfate aerosols
in CanAM4.1. In each grid cell, the model accounts for sources and sinks of sulfate aerosol
(SO2−

4 ), SO2, and DMS. SO2 is emitted from volcanos, fires, and anthropogenic sources. DMS
is mainly emitted from the oceans, but there are also some terrestrial sources. DMS is oxidized
to SO2 by OH during the day and by NO3 during the night. SO2 is oxidized to sulfate both
within clouds and under clear-sky conditions. In-cloud oxidation of sulfur and wet deposition
is treated separately for layer (stratiform) and convective clouds. For both types of clouds,
oxidation occurs via ozone (O3) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Oxidation rates depend on the
pH of the cloud water, which depends on the concentrations of nitric acid (HNO3), ammonia
(NH3), and carbon dioxide (CO2).
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Figure 2. Scatterplots of atmospheric burdens of sulfur species vs. other species and ocean
DMS emissions. Each dot represents the global- and annual-mean of individual ensemble
members from the model experiments summarized in Table 1. Crosses indicate ensemble
means for simulations with the original, unscaled flux fields. The regression lines were com-
puted from the individual ensemble members corresponding to these unmodified DMS flux
fields. Open circles denote ensemble mean of simulations with seasonality (red) or spatial pat-
tern (yellow) removed. Open diamonds denote ensemble averages of simulations with DMS
fields different from L10 but scaled to give the same global mean flux. The first column shows
atmospheric burdens of sulfur species (SO2−

4 , SO2, DMS) against ocean emission of DMS, the
second column shows atmospheric burdens of SO2−

4 and SO2 against DMS burden, and the
third column shows atmospheric burden of SO2−

4 against the SO2 burden.
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Figure 3. Radiative forcing difference (change in global annual mean net radiation at the top of
the atmosphere, TOA) between model experiments and control experiment relative to the global
annual mean flux of ocean DMS. Crosses represent the ensemble means of simulations with
unmodified DMS fields. Open circles denote ensemble mean of simulations with seasonality
(red) or spatial pattern (yellow) removed. Open diamonds denote simulations with DMS fields
different from L10 but scaled to give the same global mean flux. Individual ensemble members
for each experiment are shown as dots of the same colour. Only data from individual runs
with unmodified K99 (purple) or L10 (blue) DMS emissions are used for the corresponding
regression lines.
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Figure 4. Estimated difference in global annual mean net radiation at the top of the atmosphere
(TOA) for the different climatologies considered in Tesdal et al. (2015) and the control simulation
plotted against the global ocean efflux of DMS. DMS fluxes were computed offline using fields
from the ERA-Interim reanalysis with N00 & γa as the air-sea transfer scheme (large filled
circles). A linear regression for these runs only (grey dashed line) is used to derive estimates
for other experiments (small red dots on regression line). The different climatologies considered
are listed in Table 4.
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Figure 5. Deviation in global annual mean net radiation at TOA from control plotted against the
global annual mean atmospheric burden of SO2−

4 . Symbols are as in Fig. 3. All data points are
used for the linear regression (grey dashed line).
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Figure 6. Deviation in global means of cloud forcing (upper panels), clear-sky reflected (middle
panels), and total reflected irradiance (lower panels) at TOA from control plotted against global
annual mean ocean DMS flux (left) and global annual mean atmospheric burden of SO2−

4 (right).
Symbols are as in Fig. 3.
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Figure 7. Absolute differences in global mean flux, oxidation rates, sulfur burdens, and radia-
tion between the control run and model runs with seasonally invariant (red) or spatially uniform
(yellow) DMS concentration, and the L10 & N00 model experiment (blue). Fluxes and oxidation
rate of DMS are shown in the upper panels. The global mean DMS flux includes terrestrial
sources to ensure mass balance. The only sink for DMS is oxidation to SO2, which is shown for
both oxidation pathways (oxidation by OH and NO3 radicals). Absolute changes in the atmo-
spheric sulfur burdens of DMS, SO2, and SO2−

4 are shown in the middle panels. Bottom panels
show absolute changes in cloud forcing, clear-sky reflected and total reflected shortwave flux.
Total reflected flux is the sum of cloud and clear-sky reflected flux. To derive the error estimates,
all treatments (control, temporally invariant, spatially uniform, and no air-side resistance) were
pooled after their separate means were removed; error bars are ± two standard deviations of
the pooled data (n = 12).
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